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1. Introduction
Arabic dialects in general do not allow resultatives. This is true of North Galilee Levantine Arabic
(NGL Arabic) in Israel, primarily a Druze dialect:
(1)

a. * ṭaraq
AHmad al-maʕdan
nāʕem
hammer.3M.SG.PST Ahmad the-metal.M.SG smooth.M.SG
'Ahmad hammered the metal smooth.'
b. *mssaH-at
ṭ-ṭawl-e
nḏīf-e
wipe-3F.SG.PST the-table-F.SG clean-F.SG
'She wiped the table clean.'

Such TRUE RESULTATIVES are not possible in NGL Arabic. But we do find FALSE RESULTATIVES
(Rapoport 1999, 2019; Zarka 2019):
(2)

a.

b.

xayyat-at
Sāra
al-bloz-āt
sew-3F.SG.PST Sara
the-shirt-F.PL
'Sara sewed the shirts tight.'

ḏeyq-a/ḏeyq-āt
tight-F.SG/ tight-F.PL

bana
AHmad ṭ-ṭawl-e
θābt-e
build.3M.SG.PST Ahmad the-table-F.SG stable-F.SG
'Ahmad built the table stable/strong.'

c. qattʕ-at
Sāra al-jazar- āt
kbīr/* kbīr-e/ *kbār
slice-3F.SG.PST Sara the-carrot-F.PL
big.M.SG /big-F.SG/big.BP
'Sara sliced the carrots big [into big pieces].'
d. rabaṭ
AHmad al-Hbāl
tie.3M.SG.PST Ahmad the-rope.M.BP
'Ahmad tied the ropes tight.'

šadīd/* šadīd-e/*šdād
tight.M.SG /tight-F.SG /tight.BP
[BP = broken plural]1

In (2)c, Sara sliced the carrots big: the VP contains a 'sliced' result, part of the meaning of the
verb slice. The RPred big simply modifies that result.
(We do not account here for the lack of true resultatives in Arabic, as well as in Semitic and
Romance languages in general.)
This talk:
 We present an agreement distinction: two different patterns are exhibited by the false
RPred in NGL Arabic.
 A proposal of two different structures for explicit and implicit creation verbs.
 We demonstrate the connection between false resultatives in NGL Arabic and the
distinction between explicit and implicit creation verbs.
 A proposal of an account in terms of the thematic and structural relations that are
involved in the two types of resultatives.
 An argument against an adverbial analysis of one false RPred type.
There is a distinction found in NGL Arabic between the false resultative predicates themselves:
In (2)a,b: the RPred agrees with the direct object, as illustrated again in (3).2
(3)

In (2)c,d: the RPred does not agree with the direct object, but is marked with masculine
singular, as shown in (4):
(4)

True RPreds: add a result (or endpoint) to an activity predicate that has no result.

For example, (1)a Ahmad hammered the metal smooth:
The RPred smooth provides the endpoint to an atelic hammering activity.

bana
AHmad ṭ-ṭawl-e
θābt-e
build. 3M.SG.PST Ahmad the-table-F.SG stable-F.SG
'Ahmad built the table stable/strong.'

(We see the same agreement features of F.SG in main predication:
ṭ-ṭawl-e θābt-e – 'The table is stable'.)

The difference between true resultative and false resultative secondary predicates (RPreds):


False RPreds: modify a result that is already present.
The result is already part of the meaning of the verb that heads the (accomplishment)
predicate (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995, Mateu 2000), so the RPred is just a
specification of that meaning.

qattʕ-at
Sāra al-jazar-āt
kbīr/* kbīr-e/*kbār
slice-3F.SG.PST Sara the-carrot-F.PL
big.M.SG /big-F.SG/big.BP
'Sara sliced the carrots big [into big pieces].'

(The lack of agreement on this RPred contrasts with the agreement in main predication):
al-jazar-āt kbīr-e F.SG/kbār.BP – 'The carrots are big'.)
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BP = Broken plural. This form is autosegmental, involving an internal change of the singular stem (see McCarthy
and Prince 1990). The BP form is found in both adjectives and masculine and feminine nouns. It is very productive.

These examples have been chosen for clarity of presentation because the agreement in Arabic between adjective
and noun is not always transparent. But the distinction between the two sets of false RPreds is clear. And note that
both F,SG and F,PL noun phrases can be modified by a F,SG adjective. In some cases, that is the only possibility.
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Given these two agreement patterns in false resultative constructions in NGL Arabic, we ask:
Why does the RPred agree with the direct object only in some false resultatives?
We argue that the choice of agreement ultimately derives from the type of creation verb that
merges the structure.

Functional elements and event arguments:

2. Creation verbs: explicit and implicit
Creation verbs denote the coming into existence of a new entity as a result of the activity that
names the verb.
Two types of verbs that entail creation (Geuder 2000; Levinson 2010):
 EXPLICIT CREATION VERBS: overt realization of the created element (e.g. build, sew)
 IMPLICIT CREATION VERBS: the created element is left implicit (chop, tie, slice)
(5)

I. Explicit creation (EC) verbs
a.
b.
c.
d.

Sara built a table.
Sara wrote a book.
Sara sewed a skirt.
Sara composed a poem.

II. Implicit creation (IC) verbs
a.
b.
c.
d.

Sara sliced the carrots.
Sara braided her hair.
Sara chopped the cucumber.
Sara tied her shoelaces.

2.1 Explicit (EC) creation verbs (Levin 1993; Erteschik-Shir & Rapoport 2000)
EC (5)I: the entity that comes into existence (Geuder's EFFECTED OBJECT) is realized as the verb's
direct object (e.g. a table in (5)a, a skirt in (5)c).
The EC structure follows Zarka 2019's adaptation of Piñón 2008, in which physically created
objects can serve as ‘anchors’ for abstract templates via a relation of instantiation.
In our analysis , a mental concept is instantiated by the created object:
(6)

 (6) represents the mental concept, Ctable, and its realization by the physical entity a table
(the effected entity created according to that concept).
 The effected entity, a table, is phonetically realized; the concept is not.
 Interpretation of EC (6): 'Sara caused a concept of a table to be transformed into an actual
(created) table.' The DP a table is the result of the creation process.

(6) contains the light verbs v-originator and v-delimiter (adapting Ritter and Rosen 1998).
In addition to their categorizing function, these light verbs take event arguments:
 The specifier of v-Org is the agent or causer of the event (the event originator)
 The specifier of v-Del is the delimiting theme (the event measurer/delimiter)
In this way, event arguments are contributed by light verbs.
(Roots do not have argument structure.)
In EC (6): the element in spec,v-Del that delimits the event is the Ctable.
The Concept is the standard according to which the actual physical entity is measured as the
creation event progresses.
The Concept thus delimits the event when matched by the effected, created object.
2.2 Implicit creation (IC) verbs (Levinson 2010; Zarka 2019)
IC (5)II: In contrast with EC, the created entity is not expressed as the direct object; it is not
expressed at all.
Sara sliced the carrots: a slice (or slices) is created.
This created result is part of the meaning of the verb slice.
In the IC structure, the created result is structurally represented (adapting Rapoport 1999,
Erteschik-Shir & Rapoport 2005, Levinson 2010), as in (7).
(7)

Implicit creation (IC) verb structure for Sara sliced the carrots:

Explicit creation (EC) verb structure for Sara built a table:

 Interpretation of IC (7): 'Sara caused the carrots to be transformed into slices.'
 The overt direct object, the carrots, is not the created entity (in contrast with EC).
Due to its position here, it is interpreted as the event delimiter.
 The created slice/s is part of the meaning of the verb root, is not phonetically realized.
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These two creation verb structures form the basis of false resultatives in Arabic.
3. False resultatives in NGL Arabic: Explicit vs. implicit creation verbs
The distinction between the two RPred agreement patterns corresponds to the distinction
between these creation verb types.
(8)

We attribute the difference in agreement to the difference in the element that is modified by
the false RPred with each verb type:



False resultatives with explicit creation verbs:
RPred exhibits 'complete' agreement (= the same features as those found in main
predication structures; see Appendix)

Rather, the IC RPred modifies an entity denoted by the lexical root of the verb (Rapoport
1999; Levinson 2010): the slices created by slicing are thin.

a. xayyaṭ-at
Sāra al-bloza-āt
ḏeyq-āt/ ḏeyq-a/ *ḏeyyeq
sew-3F.SG.PST Sara the-shirt-F.PL tight-F.PL / tight-F.SG / *tight.M.SG
'Sara sewed the shirts tight.'
b. xbaz
AHmad al-xobez
bake.3M.SG.PST Ahmad the-bread.M.MASS
'Ahmad baked the bread too salty.'

EC verbs: RPred modifies the direct object: the table resulting from the building is stable
IC verbs: RPred does not modify the direct object: there is no result of 'tight hair', or 'big
carrots', for example.

(10)

False resultative based on an explicit creation verb:
ban-at Sāra ṭ-ṭawl-e θābt-e - Sara built the table stable.

ktīr māleH
too salty.M.SG

c. bana
AHmad ṭ-ṭawl-e
θābt-e /*θābet
build.3M.SG.PST Ahmad the-table-F.SG stable-F.SG/*stable.M.SG
'Ahmad built the table stable/strong.'
d. ʔllaf-at
Sāra ašʕār-ha
qasīr-e/ qsār/*qsīr
compose-3F.SG.PST Sara poems.BP-F.SG.POSS short-F.SG/short.BP/ *short.M.SG
'Sara composed her poems short.'
(9)

False resultatives with implicit creation verbs:
RPred shows no agreement, is masculine singular throughout
a. ṭaHn-at
Sāra Hbōb
al-qahwe nāʕem/*nāʕm-e
grind-3F.SG.PST Sara beans.F.BP the-coffee smooth.M.SG/*smooth-F.SG
'Sara ground the coffee beans fine.'
b. jaddal-at
Sāra šaʕr-ha
šadīd
braid-3F.SG.PST Sara hair.M.SG-F.SG.POSS tight.M.SG
'Sara braided her hair tight.'





The RPred θābte 'stable' modifies the surface direct object ṭṭawle 'the table'.
When the adjectival predicate modifies an overt DP, it exhibits complete agreement
with that phrase.
The RPred and DP thus form a small clause. This small clause complement of the verb
represents the result of the event —a stable table.

Implicit creation resultatives require a different analysis.

c. farm-at
Sāra al-xyār-a
zḡīr/* zḡīr-e
chop-3F.SG.PST Sara the-cucumber-F.SG small.M.SG /small-F.SG
'Sara chopped the cucumber small.'
d. qattʕ-at
Sāra al-jazar-āt
kbīr/* kbīr-e/ *kbār
slice-3F.SG.PST Sara the-carrot-F.PL
big.M.SG /big-F.SG/big.BP
'Sara sliced the carrots big [into big pieces].'
(SEE APPENDIX I FOR DETAILS OF PREDICATIVE ADJECTIVAL AGREEMENT IN NGL ARABIC.)
(SEE APPENDIX II FOR COMPARISONS WITH THE AGREEMENT IN PARALLEL MAIN PREDICATION STRUCTURES.)
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(11)

c. * jaddal-at
Sāra šaʕr-ha
šadīd
o ʕl-ʔxer / ʕl-ʔxer
o šadīd
braid-3F.SG.PST Sara hair.M.SG-F.SG.POSS tight.M.SG and on-end / on-end
and tight.M.SG
*'Sara braided her hair tight and completely / completely and tight.’

False resultative based on an implicit creation verb:
qaṭṭaʕ-at Sāra al-jazar-āt kbīr - Sara sliced the carrots big.

The RPred cannot be coordinated with an adverb (regardless of the order).
For more evidence against an adverbial analysis of the RPred, we make use of Levinson's point
that when English good is coordinated with a false RPred, it receives an intensifier reading.
NGL Arabic also uses the modifier mnīH ‘good’ as an adjectival intensifier.
With an intensifier reading, mnīH can be coordinated with an adjective, but not with an adverb:



The false RPred kbīr 'big' modifies the slices denoted by the verb root which it is
adjoined to: the result is big slices.
Since the RPred modifies the root rather than the overt direct object, we do not expect
it to agree with the direct object.

And in fact, the false RPred exhibits no agreement at all.
 This is because roots have no syntactic properties (following Borer e.g. 2005, 2013) and
so there are no features available for the RPred to agree with.
 The RPred that modifies the root surfaces with default (masculine singular) agreement.
In sum, it is the distinction between the two creation verb types – and the corresponding
distinction in their structures—that accounts for the agreement difference between
the two types of false resultatives in Levantine Arabic.

An implicit creation resultative raises a question: does the false RPred show no agreement
simply because it is in fact an adverb?
We offer evidence against this:
Zarka 2019 uses coordination of the RPred and a result adverb to test for the adverb status of
the RPred. (12)a and (12)b are each fine, but the result of coordination in (12)c is not.
a. jaddal-at
Sāra šaʕr-ha
šadīd
braid-3F.SG.PST Sara hair.M.SG-F.SG.POSS tight.M.SG
'Sara braided her hair tight.'
b. jaddal-at
Sāra šaʕr-ha
ʕl-ʔxer
braid-3F.SG.PST Sara hair.M.SG-F.SG.POSS on-end
'Sara braided her hair completely.'
7

a. g’assl-et
šaʕr-i
o essa
nḏīf
o mnīH
wash-1SG.PST hair-1SG.POSS and now clean.M.SG and good.M.SG
'I washed my hair and now it is good 'n' clean.'
b. *jaddal-at
Sāra šaʕr-ha
ʕl-ʔxer o mnīH
braid-3F.SG.PST Sara hair.M.SG-F.SG.POSS on-end and good.M.SG
*'Sara braided her hair good 'n' completely.'

The adjectival intensifier use is possible only when the intensifier is the second of the two
coordinated elements (the opposite of the English order).
In contrast, when mnīH is the first coordinated element, it receives an adverbial, non-intensifier
reading (just as in English when the order is reversed). Compare (14) with (13)b.
(14)

4. The IC RPred is not an adverb

(12)

(13)

jaddal-at
Sāra šaʕr-ha
mnīH o ʕl-ʔxer
braid-3F.SG.PST Sara hair.M.SG-F.SG.POSS well and completely
'Sara braided her hair completely and well.'

Under our analysis of IC RPreds as adjectives, we expect them to be able to coordinate with
mnīH used as an adjectival intensifier: that is, in the order [RPred + adjective].
And this is what we find:
(15)

jaddal-at
Sāra šaʕr-ha
braid-3F.SG.PST Sara hair.M.SG-F.SG.POSS
'Sara braided her hair good 'n' tight.'

šadīd
o mnīH
tight.M.SG and good.M.SG

Consider the contrast when mnīH is used adverbially, in the order [adverb + RPred]:
(16)

*jaddal-at
Sāra šaʕr-ha
mnīH o šadīd
braid-3F.SG.PST Sara hair.M.SG-F.SG.POSS well and tight.M.SG
*'Sara braided her hair tight and well.'
8

The facts of the adjectival intensifier thus also support our adjectival analysis of the IC RPred.

Appendix I - Noun-Adjective (predicative) agreement in NGL Arabic (Rapoport & Zarka 2020)

5. Conclusion

Singular Noun

The two different structural analyses proposed here for two creation verb types answer the
question: Why does the adjectival RPred agree with the direct object in some cases, but not in
others?

Human

We have shown that the presence or lack of agreement on the RPred correlates with verb type:

Masculine

Feminine

Adjectival
Modifier
M, SG

F, SG

Plural Noun
Masculine
plural

Adjectival
Modifier
M, PL
BP

Feminine plural F, PL

 Explicit creation verbs: The RPred modifies an overt DP. The two elements agree.
 Implicit creation verbs: The RPred modifies the verb root. The RPred thus exhibits default
agreement.

BP
Feminine
broken plural

The two verb types and the two structures that they project dictate the element that the RPred
modifies in each case. This difference results in the agreement distinction we have seen.

F, SG
F, PL
BP

--Our current work investigates a wider range of secondary predication structures in NGL Arabic,
extending our analysis to depictives and more-detailed examinations of verb types (such as the
explicit use of implicit creation verbs) and predicate hosts (such as quantifier types).

Nonhuman

Masculine

M, SG

Masculine
broken plural

F, SG
BP

Feminine

F, SG

Feminine plural F, SG
BP
F, PL
Feminine
broken plural

F, SG
F, PL
BP
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II - Predicate Agreement in NGL Arabic (from Rapoport & Zarka 2020)
Agreement in resultative structures

Agreement in main predication structures

1. False resultatives and explicit creation verbs
a. xayyaṭ-at Sāra al-bloza-āt ḏeyq-āt/ ḏeyq-a
'Sara sewed the shirts (F.PL) tight (F.PL/F.SG).'

al-bloza-āt
ḏeyq-āt/ ḏeyq-a
the-shirt-F.PL tight-F.PL/ tight-F.SG
'The shirts are tight.'

b. xbaz AHmad al-xobez ktīr māleH
'Ahmad baked the bread (M.MASS) too salty (M.SG).'

al-xobez
māleH
the-bread.M.MASS salty.M.SG
'The bread is salty.'

c. bana AHmad ṭ-ṭawl-e θābt-e
'Ahmad built the table (F.SG) stable/strong (F.SG).'

ṭ-ṭawl-e
θābt-e
the-table-F.SG stable-F.SG
'The table is stable/strong.'

d. ʔllaf-at Sāra ašʕār-ha qasīr-e/ qsār
'Sara composed (her) poems (M.BP) short (F.SG/BP).'

ašʕār-ha
qasīr-e/ qsār
poems.M.BP-F.SG.POSS short-F.SG/short.BP
'Her poems are short.'

2. False resultatives and implicit creation verbs
a . jaddal-at Sāra šaʕr-ha šadīd
'Sara braided (her) hair (M.SG) tight (M.SG).'

šaʕr-ha
šadīd
hair.M.SG-F.SG.POSS tight.M.SG
'Her hair (hairstyle) is tight.'

b. rabaṭ AHmad al-Hbāl
šadīd/ *šadīd-e/ *šdād
'Ahmad tied the ropes (M.BP) tight (M.SG/*F.SG/*BP).'

al-Hbāl
šadīd-e/ šdād
the-rope.M.BP tight-F.SG/ tight.BP
'The ropes are tight.'

c. farm-at Sāra al-xyār-a
zḡīr/ *zḡīr-e
'Sara chopped the cucumber (F.SG) small (M.SG/*F.SG).'

al-xyār-a
zḡīr-e
the-cucumber-F.SG small-F.SG
'The cucumber is small.'

d. qaṭṭaʕ-at Sāra al-jazar-āt kbīr/ *kbīr-e/ *kbār
'Sara sliced the carrots (F.PL) big (M.SG/*F.SG/*BP)
(=into big pieces).'

al-jazar-āt
kbīr-e/ kbār
the-carrot-F.PL big-F.SG/ big.BP
'The carrots are big.'
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